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SOCIALMEDIASPORT

The fan as a (mediated) participant in
spectator sports

Nicholas David Bowman and Gregory A. Cranmer

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

In 1998, sport communication scholar Lawrence Wenner coined MediaSport as the "cultural

fusing of sport with communication" (p. xiii).The concept — and the associated volume of the
same name — attempted to explain the increased political, social, economic and cultural influ¬

ence of spectator sports on society, as well as the fusing of sports as both performance and

mediated entertainment.The specific focus on spectator sports is no happenstance: after all, the
role of spectator is by definition one relegated to being an audience member — one watching
action from a relative distance, whether in the stands or through a mediated lens. Likewise, the

role of media in spectator sports has always been to bring spectators as close to on-field action
as possible - in many cases closer than can be done through in-person attendance (cf. Bowman,

2013). March 5, 1733 saw the first sports-related story printed in a US newspaper when the
Boston Gazette ran a reprinted story about a prize fight copied from a London newspaper,

providing the primarily English-born colonials a glimpse of sporting life back home (Enriquez,
2002). KDKA Pittsburgh transmitted the first live sports radio broadcast when junior light¬

weights Johnny Dundee and Johnny Ray met at Motor Square Garden on April 21, 1921, and
less than four months later they began broadcasting professional baseball. In these examples, we
see media playing an important interlocutory role in removing space-time barriers between
sports fans and on-field action, placing the non-collocated spectator into the sports arena

through the use of the technologies of the time.
It is our contention that social media platforms represent a continuation of this trend of

media technologies substantially reducing the space-time barrier between spectators and sports.
Indeed, we argue that the "create and collaborate" nature of social media as a Web 2.0 tech¬

nology (O'Reilly, 2005) has transformed the modern sports spectator from a passive audience
member to an active contributor to the "sports/media production complex" (Wenner, 1998:
9). Social media have rendered obsolete the physical and semantic divides between fan and

sport (Bowman, 2013) and ushered in an era of fan/sports/media production complex — an era
of SocialMediaSport in which sports fans actively seek and create meaningful connections with
their favorite athletes, organizations, media, and each other through the co-production and

dissemination of a larger sport narrative. In turn, these athletes, organizations and media groups

have responded by reaching out to fans on an increasingly intimate and social level — engaging
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them not only as customers but as co-producers of their respective messages, brands and
identities.

In the following chapter, we analyze emerging usage patterns of social media by the share-
holders of the SocialMediaSport complex — the fans, athletes, organizations, and legacy (or
"old") media identified as the key "communities of sport" by Billings, Butterworth andTurman

(2012; 22). After demonstrating the increased usage of social media by these sports sharehold¬

ers, we suggest ways in which social media usage influences each by extending relevant theories
and perspectives to the study of (social) mediated communication. Finally we conclude by

discussing the importance of SocialMediaSport as more than just a felicitous apphcation of
Wenner's concepts but rather a meaningful extension of the same to an emergent new media

ecology. Notably for this chapter, we have adopted a definition of social media suggested by
Kaplan and Haenlein (2010: 61) as a group of Internet-based applications... that allow the
creation and exchange of user-generated content." In this way, we include the more exemplar

platforms such as Facebook (a network of persistent individual user profiles and organizational
pages that are created, maintained and whose content is shared publicly) and Twitter (a micro-
blogging service that provides individual users - both private and public citizens and
organizations — with a public space for discourse) as well as platforms such as YouTube (a video
sharing service that features user-generated content, be it professional media organizations or

private individuals, that is open for commentary and redistribution among users). Across these
platforms, the most critical aspect of social media is realized: the lessening of the distinction and
the possibility of increased interaction between media producer and media consumer.

Adoption and usage of social media platforms

Mirroring the growth of the platforms themselves, there has been rapid adoption of social

media platforms amongst all shareholders of the SocialMediaSport complex. In part, this rapid
adoption can be primarily explained by the novelty of social media technology. Most social
media platforms such as Facebook (launched in 2004) and Twitter (launched in 2006) are new

and as such, sharp adoption curves would be expected as the platforms continue to diffuse
through society (cf. Rogers, 1962). Associated with this rapid difiusion and adoption is the
generativity of the platforms; their ability to be co-opted by individual users to satisfy any
number of end goals (cf. Zittrain, 2008). Particularly as they become more transparent and easy-
to-use for individuals, the nature of their usage becomes more complex as users adopt the

platforms to satisfy a wider range of personal objectives (cf. Bowman, Westerman and Claus,
2012). Importantly for this chapter, this increased adoption, generativity, and complexity has
been observed for all members of the SocialMediaSport complex.

Fans' use of social media

The number of sports fans using social media continues to grow. Social media sites such as

Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter are all increasing in popularity amongst sports fans, with one
in five fans using social media in 2011 and one in four using as of 2012 (Laird (2012b). In May

2012, the National Basketball Association (NBA) became the first professional sports league
with over five million Twitter followers, and other major US professional sports leagues have

seen similar growth (Laird, 2012a). Beyond following sports leagues, fans have also begun to
follow individual athletes via social media, with stars such as Portuguese soccer player Cristiano
Ronaldo gaining staggering numbers of social media followers - in fact, it is often the case that
individual athletes have far more followers than the teams or leagues they play for (Ronaldo
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having nearly 12 times as many followers as the Federation Internationale de Football
Association, or FIFA; Laird, 2012a.)

In addition to merely following sports media, fans create thexr own sports-related content.

In 2010, the most viewed sports video onYouTube at the time - a user-created video on NBA
star Lebron James' dramatic departure from his hometown Cleveland CavaUers that same year

( Cleveland Smacks Lebron") - had just over seven million unique views (Chase, 2010). The
next year, a user-created video involving a mountain biker being attacked by a wild buck
during a race in South Africa (appropriately labeled "Mountain Biker gets taken out by BUCK
- CRAZY footage - Only in Africa") landed 12.6 million views (Inbar, 2011); moreover, both

videos and countless similar others remain popular even today.

Similar to the sport-talk radio show format, fans have taken to the social media 'airwaves' to

voice their opimons about any number of sports-related topics, bypassing the call-in switch¬

board and speaking frankly about their favorite and hated sports entities. One way they are able
to do this is by utilizing Twitter's hashtag folksonomy to organize and search for sports-related
content (e.g. #llinll for St. Louis Cardinals fans following that team's run to the 2011 MLB

World Series title). In fact, of the 15 most-used Twitter hashtags as of 2012, nearly half were

related to live sports events that occurred in the previous year (Hernandez, 2012). More popu¬
lar sporting events such as the NFL's Super Bowl and international soccer tournaments (e.g.

FIFA's European Cup) have already begun to push the limits ofTwitter's servers. For example,
over 15,000 tweets per second were sent during early rounds of the 2012 EuroCup, represent¬

ing a five-fold increase over the "normal" Twitter workload of 3,000 tweets per second

(Graham, 2012; Widnch, 2012). Overall, trends in fan usage of social media suggest fans are
creating, viewing, and discussing more content in addition to foUowing more athletes, teams,
and organizations.

Athletes' use of social media

In the three years from 2009 to 2012, there was a ten-fold increase in the number of profes¬
sional athletes using Twitter - growing from 700 to nearly 7,000 (Tweeting Athletes, 2012).

There are various explanations for this growth, including overt rewards by sports leagues and
owners for Twitter engagement and covert rewards like increased market value for socially

engaged (and engaging) athletes. For example, in an effort to increase the visibility and popu¬
larity of mixed-martial arts competitions, Dana White, the president of the Ultimate Fighting
Championship, requires all of his athletes to have Twitter accounts and offers financial incen¬
tive to fighters for gaining followers and posting the most creative content (Ortiz, 2011). Some
ofWhite's UFC fighters have taken to using social media channels to engage in trash-talking

in preparation for major fights, which Manfred (2012) argues can drive up fan interest - a
particularly effective strategy for combative sports. For example, former UFC title contender
Chael Sonnen launched numerous tirades about champion Anderson Silva's heritage, family,
and athletic ability for months leading up to their two title fights. The rematch drew over 1.6

million pay-per-view buys m the US alone, shattering pay-per-view records for UFC by nearly
600,000 buys "in no small part" to the ongoing social media feud between Silva and Sonnen
(Obi, 2012, para. 2).

While other sports organizations may not require their athletes to use social media, the

benefits associated with social media exposure - such as the increased promotional and public¬

ity opportunities, more intimate connections with fans, and enhanced public image - are

enough to encourage athletes to use them. For instance, former Cincinnati Bengals receiver

Chad Johnson (@ochocinco) has been recognized for his prowess in using Twitter to interact
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with fans and the media, including organizing numerous informal 'meet and greets' with local

fans and even launching his own news network (OCNNReport.com) to cover sports-related

news. The receiver once expressed interest in tweeting live from NFL games he was playing in

before receiving a $25,000 fine from the league for tweeting during a pre-season contest against
the Philadelphia Eagles (La Canfora, 2010). Other athletes accomplish self-promotion by post¬
ing advertisements for products, books, or television and radio appearances via their social

media accounts. Doster (2012) argues that Olympic hurdler and bobsledder Lolo Jones was able
to rise from relative obscurity to being featured in ESPN's The Body Issue in part by engaging

her social media foUowers on more personal topics such as her overcoming a debilitating back
surgery and her sexual chastity. In general, a major usage of social media by athletes is for
promotional purposes - be it event-related, sports-related or even personal promotion.

Sports organizations' use of social media

Professional sports organizations - teams, leagues and franchises - are adopting new social

media platforms and incorporating unique aspects of those platforms into their business models
in efforts increase the size of their digital footprint. For example, both the MLB and NBA have

created Pinterest andTumblr accounts - two social bookmarkmg platforms that allow users to

and share team-branded content such as photos of popular or most-wanted player jerseys

or stories from NBA.com and other internal sources. Other teams have begun to incorporate

social media features into the actual game environment. For example, Mississippi State

University was the first college football team to utilize a hashtag end zone (#HAILSTATE)

during the 2011 Egg Bowl against Ole Miss, with the University of Arkansas and University of
Michigan Mowing suit by incorporating "#GOHOGS" and "#GOBLUE" (respectively) in
the following season. The Philadelphia Wings - a professional lacrosse team in the National

Lacrosse League (NLL) - promoted individual athletes' social media presence by replacing play¬
ers last names on the back of in-game jerseys with their Twitter handles during one game in
-Oil, and both the Washington Nationals and some LPGA broadcasts show athletes'Twitter
names along with their other on-screen information.

In addition to using social media to increase a team or organization's onhne footprint and

connect with fans, several sports organizations use social media to get fans more actively

engaged with the sport and with each other. For example, the NBA and MLS both accept all-
star baUots via social media and the NHL encourages fans to share their all-star votes on

personal Facebook and Twitter accounts. Some leagues have even allowed fans to influence

game-related outcomes, as fans'Twitter votes helped decide the winner of the 2012 NBA all-

star dunk contest and music-sharing social media service Spotify was used by fans to determine

the entrance music of some UFC fighters. When not bringing fans closer to game action,

organizations are utilizing social media to bring fans closer to each other, such as MLB's "Fan

Cave" - a social media-based platform sponsored by the league which is specifically structured

to foster discussions between fans during MLB games (Sirabian, 2012).

Legacy media social media usage

Similar to fans, athletes, and organizations, sports journalists are also increasingly using social

media. The preferred social media platform for these reporters appears to be Twitter likely due

to that platform's live nature, with the most popular reporters both representing television

networks such as ESPN's Adam Schefter (1.6 million followers as of2012) and Fox Sports'Erin

Andrews (1.3 million followers;Tweeting Athletes, 2012). Nearly all of the legacy sports media
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have created social media accounts for a variety of applications — ESPN for example maintains
separate Twitter accounts for each of the major NCAA Football Championship Series confer¬

ences (i.e. @ESPN_BigTen and @ESPN_Bigl2 for the Big Ten and Big 12 conferences,
respectively) and most major daily newspapers have created similar accounts for their more
popular beat writers {Denver Post columnist Woody Paige @woodypaige and former Chicago
Sun-Times reporter Jay Mariotti @MariottiJ as two more prominent examples). Even smaller-

market daily and weekly newspapers such as the Willoughby (OH) News-Herald (@NHPreps)
and the AsheviJJe (NC) Citizen-Times (@acthshuddle) have begun using social media platforms
to cover high school and regional sports.

Reed (2011) writes about reporters and columnists using social media platforms to identify
and verify stories. Similar to larger trends in journalism, legacy sports media have begun to rely
on crowdsourcing techniques to solicit information from eye-witnesses to any number of

events happening worldwide. Crowdsourced sports stories have shown to be particularly useful
for identifying novel perspectives on various sports issues, including the creation of a docu¬
mentary collection of stories told by Detroit Lions fans via social media (tentatively called "The
Season ofYour Life," Laird, 2012c) and Canadian Broadcasting Company's CBCSports featur¬
ing of NHL fans "Comment of the Day" in which they have highlighted fan's Facebook and

Twitter comments regarding the leagues labor disputes that resulted in a greatly abbreviated
2012-2013 season. Unfortunately, such crowdsourcing techniques can backfire as social media
sources can be difficult to verify — as was the case when CNBC's Darren Rovell solicited stories
from 'real people' about the partial cancellation of the 2011-2012 NBA season due to a labor

dispute. In sifting through story ideas, he came across and told the false story of a man "Tim"

who claimed a nearly 30 percent revenue decrease for his escort service as a result of the

cancelled games (Deggans, 2012). Reed (2011) suggests pessimistically that professionals'
reliance on social media for fact-checking will continue to increase, leading to decreased

professional identification and possibly causing the quality of sports journalism to suffer.
However, in an effort to combat these concerns many organizations from the Poynter Institute

to the American Journalism Review to even Twitter itself (@TwitterForNews) have offered

best practice guidelines to help sports and other news professionals accurately and ethically
implement social media technologies into their practices.

The influence of SocialMediaSport on the shareholders

Shifting from a focus on usage patterns, the prominence of social media can be expected to
influence the many identified shareholders in the SocialMediaSport complex in a variety of

ways. While much of the extant research and theory tends to focus on sports fans and legacy
media, the following section suggests research areas of theoretical and practical significance to
better understand how these groups as well as the sports organizations and entities themselves
are using and being influenced by social media.

Effects on sports fans

It is not a stretch to suggest that one of the most prominent influences of social media tech¬

nology is the ability of these platforms to bring individuals semantically closer together and
create digital places of discourse (Christakis and Fowler, 2009; Shirkey, 2008). In this digitally
connected world, connections between friends and strangers are facilitated through construc¬

tion of social networks in which users share their thoughts and opinions with few

encumbrances. Of course, discussions of connectedness in virtual spaces often beg the question
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as to whether or not these virtual connections are indeed important social actors in one's life
and vice versa.

Para-(?) social interactions

On this point, we can draw parallels - as did Sanderson (2011) - to Horton and Wohl's (1956)
notion of the para-social interaction, or the "seemingly face-to-face relationship between spec¬

tator and performer" that entertainment media consumers have been known to report having

with their favorite actors, musicians, and athletes. In defining said interactions as "para-" we

implicitly (and perhaps, explicitly) recognize that they are false - as explained by Horton and
Wohl (1956), said relations are often considered far more real and important to the spectator

than the performer. However, emerging research suggests these social interactions to be two-

way dialogues rather than one-way directives. Hambrick, Simmons, Greenhalgh and Greenwell
(2010) found that over one-third of tweets firom a sample of 510 professional athletes could be
classified as interactive. Pegoraro (2010) and Shockley (2010) similarly found that athletes

appear to be actively engaging their fan bases - reaching out, touching and making more real

the relationship between spectator and performer (Bowman, 2013). Sports entities such as
owners and journalists have also been known to engage both each other and their fan bases, as
is represented by a July 2012 exchange between DaUas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban

(@mcuban) and Grantland.com editor Bill Simmons (@sportsguy33) ferociously debated
Cubans off-seasons roster moves -a discussion that eventually involved an anonymous fan

(@CmackChase). During the debate, Cleveland Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert (@cavsdan)
retweeted much of Cubans scathing response to Simmons, thereby expanding the audience of
this once-personal and private debate through the SocialMediaSport audience.

In fact, this increasingly reified relationship between athletes and their fans appears to be
extending to non-sports; each of the studies cited above also finds that athletes and fans express
their opinions on myriad topics ranging from the topical to the mundane. Recent examples of

this include a letter pinned by Minnesota Vikings punter Chris Kluwe (©ChrisWarcraft) in

eptember 2012 to express his support of gay rights issues that has enjoyed widespread circu-
lation amongst sports fans and political activists alike; fellow NFL player Brendon Ayanbadejo
(@brendon310) also joined on this debate which eventually made it to National Public Radio

(2012). Such personal sharing might be considered in terms of narrative bits, or "narbs" (Mitra,
2010), by which social media users create and share stories with one another. Indeed it is this

narb mg that represents one of the unique dimensions of SocialMediaSport in that it brings
t e many creators of sports content together, providing each a "behind the scenes" look at the
other (Bowman, 2013).

At the base level, we might expect increased feelings of connectedness with sports profes¬
sionals to drive game attendance, merchandise sales and other markers of fan involvement -

such as the fan avidity markers of on-field participation (playing or working for teams, passive

engagement (following teams through media), purchasing (buying merchandise) or social
engagement (attending games, tailgates, and other events; DeSarbo and Madrigal, 2011).

Beyond this, emerging research suggests that our perceptions of athletes - in particular, their
indiscretions - can be shaped by our perceived relationship with them (Earnheardt, 2010). As
well, increased feelings of connectedness with athletes might also foster enhanced feelings of
identification with athletes and organizations (cf. Sanderson, 2011). One such study by Kassing

and Sanderson (2010) found that fans of the Giro d'ltalia felt a greater sense ofimmediacy and
intimacy between themselves and a select group of cyclists who were active on Twitter during
the f»wnt- &
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Intra-audience effects

Hocking (1982) presented the notion of the intra-audience effect when describing the appeal
of attendance at live sporting events. His discussion centered around the increased enjoyment

spectators often report when attending sporting events in person as opposed to watching the
games from home - even though it is often the case that the home viewer has a much better

view of the game action. From this, Hocking argued that not only can being part of a live audi¬
ence increase enjoyment of an event, but the disposition of fellow audience members can

moderate this relationship. Of course, Hocking's contention can be interpreted to suggest that

while these technologies are making the fan experience increasingly vivid and interactive, they
do not foster the sense of sports community and social connectedness that comes with attend¬

ing live events, similar to Putnam's (1995) challenged views on media entertainment as a

decidedly solitary pursuit. On this point, we might see how the social media breaks from other
media advancements in that it embraces rather than discourages social interactions.

Such increased interactions between fans in particular, and sports shareholders in general,

might be combined with logic from Hocking to suggest that SocialMediaSport consumers are
at least ambiently aware of each other (Thompson, 2008) vis-a-vis their passive involvement on
social media or active engagement with each other as social actors with thoughts and feelings

about the sport being spectated. On this latter point, concepts from research on social presence

— the awareness of others in online interactions combined with some appreciation for the inter¬

personal dynamics of the interactions (Short, Williams and Christie, 1976) — might be beneficial.
For example, if Hocking's arguments about intra-audience effects are rooted in the notion that

the presence of social actors (fellow fans and spectators) is providing the witnessed influence on
enjoyment, increased social presence in a social network of fans, press and sports institutions

should also benefit enjoyment. Such a perspective — as well as potential beneficial or deleterious
effects on the fan experience — has yet to be researched, although major sports media organiza¬

tions such as NBC Sports have worked to increasingly integrate social media more centrally into
the overall diet of events such as the 2012 London Summer Olympics (Miah, 2012).

Motivations for media consumption

Broadly, we tend to assume that the driving motivation for fans to consume sports media is
because they are fans - that is, they watch because, often, sports media is the lone conduit

between the fan and the sport they love. However, fan motivations are a bit more nuanced than

this. Raney (2006a) has identified cognitive, emotional and social dimensions of sports viewer-
ship that explain how we are able to use sports media to distract ourselves and get excited about

(for better or worse) our favorite performances and share these experiences with other fans.

Similarly, Wann (1995) explains sports fan motivation more granularly in terms of needs asso¬

ciated with eustress, self-esteem, escape, entertainment, economic, aesthetic, group affiliation

and family needs (some of which are subsumed by Raney's dimensions). Across these concep-

utahzations we see a common notion of socialization akin to that alluded to by Hocking
(1982). Stories of Super Bowl parties, fantasy football draft gatherings and heated water-cooler
debates about 'last night's game' are often cited as anecdotal evidence of sport media's socializ¬

ing force — fans watch sports because it brings them together with like-minded individuals.
Indeed, studies on SocialMediaSport would be well-served to consider social media as a partic¬

ularly well-suited media form at fostering socialization between fans as the technologies exists
outside the boundaries of space-time and thus, might be even more efficient in providing places

of discourse for fans.
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Effects on press coverage

Earlier in this chapter we discussed several novel ways by which legacy media have incorpo¬
rated social media into their operations. Focusing more specifically on media research, we

might consider how social media has altered the manner in which stories are produced, both
m terms of the manner in which content is framed as well as the source of content.

Disintermediation and framing effects

Prior to social media, news cycles - at least when considering written stories - were much

slower as reporters attended contests, events, recorded what they saw, wrote game stories, and

submitted them for editing by senior staff members before the stories were approved for publi¬
cation either in print or online. However, this editorial process is being chahenged by social

media platforms that allow reporters of all types to immediately post live from events, effec¬
tively converting print reporters to live commentators as fast as they can post to Twitter. In this

way, social media channels have introduced a process of disintermediation - removing barriers

to publication - that traditionally served as quality controls for the editorial process, and some

fear that the renewed focus on being first might come at the expense of being accurate (such
as the aforementioned Rovell's coverage of the fictitious "Tim" struggles during the NBA labor
disputes).

Beyond story accuracy, a particular area of concern for this increased disintermediation is

that such shortened news cycles might lead way to an increased prevalence of raciahzed and
sexualized frames already present in coverage (cf. Billings, 2004; Mecuno and Filak, 2010).The

line of argumentation invoked here suggests that increased disintermediation allows for more
o an opportunity for journahsts to (sub)consciously invoke these frames similar to what has
been observed regarding broadcast media such as television commentary (Bruce, 2004; Rada
and Wulfemeyer, 2005). Already, evidence suggests social media to be encouraging the use of
said frames. In one particularly vulgar example, the career-high 38-point performance by previ¬

ously-unheralded Asian-American New York Knicks point guard Jeremy Lin was both

celebrated and chided by Fox Sports' columnist Jason Whitlock (@WhitlockJason) who

commented on Twitter that "Some lucky lady in NYC is gonna [sic] feel a couple inches of

pain tonight (referencing Asian-American genitalia stereotypes; Langford, 2012). Content
analysis research by Sanderson and Hambrick (2012) further suggests that social media plat-
orms are dissolving professional and personal lines for many sports reporters. Their analysis of

nearly 2,000 Tweets sent by 151 different sports writers regarding the child molestation convic¬
tion of former college football coach Jerry Sandusky found much of the coverage to be

strongly biased - including frequent comments attacking Sandusky and verbally sparring with
sports fans and other reporters. Reporters also defended each others' usage of personal frames

and referenced each others' columns as further commentary in support of their own behefs.

Here, we see the implicit and explicit invocation of frames to tell larger stories beyond the
witnessed on-field action.

Increased competition and media niches

Sanderson (2011) suggests that social media platforms have allowed audiences access to a wide

variety of new outlets for sports-related news as "the leveling of the sports media hierarchy is

one of the most evident changes that the Internet has generated in sports media" (p. 18)

Highlighting the rise of niche sports companies such as profootbaUtalk.com (now an affiliate
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of NBC Sports) and Deadspin.com, Sanderson notes that smaller outlets traditionally margin¬
alized in the legacy media ecology have been able to enjoy sustained commercial and critical
success. These are examples of what O'Reilly (2005) considered the long tail of information
distribution: niche websites with specific and quality information that make up the large major¬

ity of online information. Indeed, such a media environment provides a unique test of
Dimmick s (2003) theory of media niche, arguing that older and new media forms often coex¬
ist rather than compete for audience members as users sample from a growing menu of

highly-focused niche publications — including those written completely by fans such as the
Facebook group ChatBlues (devoted to fan chatter about the NHLs St. Louis Blues) — rather

than a few broad ones. Moving further, identifying niche media audiences as discrete gratifica¬
tions sets (Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch, 1974) might further our understanding of how
audiences' sports media tastes are both driving and being shaped by sports media.

Not only do legacy media face increased competition niche publications, the co-production
of media content by other shareholders also threatens to steal audience share. Bowman and

Willis (2003) discuss the general rise of citizen journahsts'"active role in the process of collect¬

ing, reporting, analyzing, and disseminating news and information" (p. 7). On the one hand,
this may be viewed as a positive as sports fans are able to take a more interactive role — partially

in conjunction with legacy media — to co-create elements of the SocialMediaSport complex
such as has been seen in traditional reporters' crowdsourcing information from these highly-
engaged fans. However, the sports' fans ability to network and express themselves may come at

the expense of the journahsts' ability to hold an audience as they (fans) turn to each other for
news and information about the very sports they are watching. While Reed (2011) argues

pardy that the credibihty that comes with being a professional journalist is an advantage fans
do not possess, others might contest that the unadulterated views of fans might be more appeal¬
ing to audiences.

Effects on sports organizations and athletes

Social media has arguably most affected the relationship between fans and organizations or
athletes within the SocialMediaSport complex. The traditional journalism model utilizes the
legacy journalist as the mediator between athletes or organizations and sports fans. However,

social media circumvents journahsts and (potentially) marginalizes them. This occurrence is

meaningful from the lens of the fourth wall perspective (cf. Stevenson, 1995), which argues that
mediated entertainment is performed behind a metaphorical demarcation line between spec¬

tator and performer so that both spaces can be reified separately and neither interferes with the
other. Bowman (2013) writes that this hne serves to potentially enhance entertainment of
mediated sports because it allows us to focus on the athletic competitions separately from the

real-world actions and behaviors of the athletes themselves; in this way, sports serves as an

escape from reality where we can focus on cheering for our heroes and booing our villains in
an effort to restore justice (cf. Raney, 2006b). Utilizing this metaphor in conjunction with the
SocialMediaSport perspective changes the audiences' desired destination as a result of using
social media: no longer is the sole goal of media to bring the audience closer to the action of
game play, but rather to bring the audience closer to the actors themselves (in this case, the
athletes or organization). In essence, the goal of social media is not to break down the fourth
wall but rather bring the audience back stage. Additionally, it is no longer the legacy journahst
who ushers the audience to their desired destination but rather the athletes and organizations
themselves. For example, without social media, fans interactions with UFC president Dana

White would be mediated by journahsts in a decidedly traditional and one-sided fashion;
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however, through social media platforms nearly 2.1 million fans follow and regularly interact

with White (Hatamoto, 2012). In here, we might suggest research aimed at understanding the
influence of such audience immersion both on sports fandom as well as the athletes or organ¬
izations themselves.

Conclusion

While conclusions that social media usage is increasing in sports journalism might be consid¬

ered moot when considering the general widespread adoption of social media in various

aspects of journalism and human communication in general, our chapter suggests specific areas

of research aimed understanding the impacts of this usage. Primarily, we suggest that the emer¬
gence of social media has placed the sports fan in an increasingly active role in the

co-production of mediated sports content; as equal players in the MediaSport complex
proposed by Wenner nearly two decades ago. Social media platforms have removed layers of
mediation from sports content for fans, athletes, organizations and even the traditional press -

and the transactional communication processes encouraged by social media have given rise to

a SocialMediaSport complex representing each stakeholder's role in the cultural fusing of sport
and communication.
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